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recognize that an argument is a date

column, not a string I'd like to filter the first
occurance of a certain date pattern in a

large data set. I'm using:
$df[has.date(substr($df$start.date,1,4))]
this works for the first occurance, but the
second time it gives me error since the
field in the dataset is not a date, but a
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string. I could try to convert the string to
date using as.Date, but it seems like a
good solution for a long df, while there

must be a better way to accomplish this.
any ideas? A: I found a solution:

$df$start.date 16 comments: My nephew
had a week long Beatles festival at his
school last week and all the kids played

their songs. After that I got this song stuck
in my head...It's almost as catchy as "Hey
Jude" but more fun. Anyway, I thought that
I would share it with you. Enjoy. About Me

This blog is a place for me to share my
photography with others, and to make new
friends along the way. I have been sharing

my photography for many years with
family and friends. I also enjoy sharing my

experience and knowledge with other
photographers.Q: Have a Qt app always
start maximized but be hidden by my

window manager I'm trying to build a Qt
(4.6) GUI that always starts maximized and
takes focus, like a mini-Firefox. But I can't
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get my window manager (it's called
"Tiger") to hide it. Instead, a small window
appears, and the top left corner is set to

the
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